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TOOLS FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT
JIRA is a tool for monitoring the work on the project around which all the work
in a project team is being done. With this tool you can monitor the work on the
projects from the beginning to the end. It ensures that your each project is
finished in a given period and with given resources. Features: monitoring the
project activities, bugs and problems, analysis, code integration...

JIRA AGILE (GreenHopper) is a tool which adds to your team a component of
agile project management for every JIRA project. JIRA Agile is perfect for
creative methods of planning (Scrum) and monitoring
progress
(Kanban/Lean). Features such as monitoring tasks and time, diagrams and
reporting make this tool desirable for each team working on agile methods.

JIRA CAPTURE (Bonfire) enables testers, developers and other members of
your team quick and simple reporting on bugs within JIRA, directly from the
application which is being tested. It enables a very simple check of the web
application in all browsers, screenshots with notes and work testing with
sessions.

COLLABORATIVE TOOLS
CONFLUENCE connects your team with the entire contents
so the job can be done more quickly and efficiently. Join your
entire business in one place, where everyone can create,
share and discuss documents, ideas, JIRA tasks, projects and
everything else.

TEAM CALENDARS is used to manage projects, plan events
and assign work to individual team members, all in one place.
You can get information at any moment which team member
is working, which is on holidays and what the next important
events are.

SHAREPOINT CONNECTOR enables you to connect SharePoint and Confluence easily and simply. Use all the advantages of a strong and quick contents creation, collaboration
and document management and connection of these tools
during work.
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Atlassian solutions are a group of applications which support every step of the
project. From the very beginning of the project, through the stages of planning,
performance and implementation these tools enable you to plan, monitor the
work on the project, and to successfully collaborate. And we enable
the implementation of these solutions into your project.
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TOOLS FOR CODE DEVELOPMENT AND MONITORING

SOURCE TREE is a powerful tool for MAC clients for
Git and systems for the
distributed control of
versions. A great quality
of Source Tree is the
simplicity of usage.

CRUCIBLE. With Crucible
tools, examine your code
to improve its quality and
reduce possible errors. It
supports
distributed
teams,
discussions
between them and it
reduces the need for
meetings.

BITBUCKET offers unlimited, safe
and free storage of the Git and
Mercurial source code. Besides, it
offers monitoring bugs, wiki and
pull requests. It can be integrated
with JIRA, Jenkins, Pivotal, Cloud9
IDE and other tools for developing
software products.

ATLASSIAN IDE CONNECTOR manages problems, builds, code review
and the source code by
using Atlassian tools in
your
developmental
environment. You can
perform all actions with it
in one place.

If you want to have metrics with which
you can balance the effort invested in
the source code and the code used for
testing, then CLOVER is the right solution for you. Among other things it
includes test optimization with which
your tests will be performed more
quickly and successfully.

FISHEYE. Simple way of
browsing, reporting and
analyzing the source code in
the tools for code monitoring
(Subversion, Git, Mercurial
and Perforce). It enables
integration with JIRA tools so
you can easily find all the
historic data on the source
code you are working on.

BAMBOO. Each server can run your
test applications an unlimited
number of times. Bamboo enables
an automatic build, testing, deploy
and issuing of your software. It can
be integrated with JIRA and offers
your team a complete cycle of issuing software workflow.

EXPANSIONS FOR ATLASSIAN SOLUTIONS

JIRA GANTT-CHART PROJECT. Expands the JIRA
platform by adding
key
projects, and this primarily
relates to the Gantt chart.
Features: adjustable tables
for problem display, the
algorithm for the dynamic
analysis of the first and last
date as well the analysis of
the critical path...
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If You are seeking for professional and expert advices on getting maximum of every
Atlassian tool, then is our team perfect solution for You. We have experience and
professionalism in installation, configuration, customization, and maintenance of all above
applications. Besides, we offer services of expanding of Atlassian applications (JIRA,
Confluence) by adding plugins like SharePoint, IDE connectors etc.

CROWD. Single sign-on tool.
Your employees can be in
different systems active
directories, LDAP or Crowd.
Crowd enables you to
perform access control in
one place, and they can be
Atlassian
applications,
Subversion, Google Apps or
even your applications.
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GLIFFY is a popular tool for
drawing various professional
diagrams. Gliffy has rich
library of icons / graphics
which
are
industrial
standard. This way your UML
diagrams, network diagrams
or flowcharts will look
professional,
understandable and usable.
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TEMPO. If you want a simple
and yet efficient tool for
monitoring
time
and
planning, then Tempo can
provide it. In combination
with the JIRA tools, you can
organize all your activities
and receive precise reports
on them in one place.
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